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Text queries are natural and intuitive for users to describe their information needs. However,
text-based image retrieval faces many challenges. Traditional text retrieval techniques on image
descriptions have not been very successful. This is mainly due to the inconsistent textual descrip-
tions and the discrepancies between user queries and terms in the descriptions. To investigate
strategies to alleviate this vocabulary problem, this paper examines the role of user term feedback
in targeted image search that is based on text-based image retrieval. Term feedback refers to
the feedback from a user on specific terms regarding their relevance to a target image. Previous
studies have indicated the effectiveness of term feedback in interactive text retrieval. However, in
our experiments on text-based image retrieval, the term feedback has not shown to be effective.
Our results indicate that, although term feedback has a positive effect by allowing users to identify
more relevant terms, it also has a strong negative effect by providing more opportunities for users
to specify irrelevant terms. To understand these different effects and their implications, this paper
further analyzes important factors that contribute to the utility of term feedback and discusses
the outlook of term feedback in interactive text-based image retrieval.

Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.3 [Information Search and Retrieval]: Query For-
mulation, Relevance Feedback, Search Process; H.5.2 [User Interfaces]: Interaction Styles

General Terms: Experimentation, performance, Human Factors

Additional Key Words and Phrases: Text-based interactive image retrieval, user term feedback

1. INTRODUCTION

Given the tremendous amount of image data available to all walks of life, it has
become increasingly important to equip computer systems with capabilities to ef-
ficiently and effectively retrieve images of user interests. To address this need,
previous work on image retrieval has mainly focused on two general approaches:
content-based approaches [Faloutsos et al. 1994; Enser 1995; Feder 1996; Pent-
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land et al. 1996; Forsyth 1997; Ravela and Manmatha 1998; Evgeniou et al. 2003;
Chang et al. 2003; Chen et al. 2005; He et al. 2004; Hoi and Lyu 2004a; Jeon
et al. 2003a] and text-based approaches [Tamura and Yokoya 1984; Chang and Hsu
1992; Wactlar et al. 1996; Frankel et al. 1997; Rui et al. 1999; Bjarnestam 1998].
The text-based approaches apply traditional text retrieval techniques to image an-
notations or descriptions. The content-based approaches apply image processing
techniques to first extract image features and then retrieve relevant images based
on the match of these features.

Despite tremendous improvement in content-based retrieval, the content-based
approaches still have many limitations. First, it is difficult for users to specify visual
queries with low-level visual features. Often, specific tools are required to support
queries with rudimentary sketches or paintings [McDonald and Tait 2003]. Second,
low level image features cannot precisely describe user information needs. There
is a gap between low-level visual descriptions and a user’s semantic expectation
[Santini 2001]. Text queries, on the other hand, are more intuitive and natural for
users to specify their information needs.

However, text-based image retrieval also faces many challenges. One major prob-
lem is that the task of describing image content is highly subjective. The perspective
of textual descriptions given by an annotator could be different from the perspective
of a user. A picture can mean different things to different people. It can also mean
different things to the same person at different time. Furthermore, even with the
same view, the words used to describe the content could vary from one person to
another [Keister 1994]. In other words, there could be a variety of inconsistencies
between user textual queries and image annotations or descriptions.

To alleviate the inconsistency problem, different strategies can be potentially ap-
plied, for example, showing textual descriptions of similar images to shape user’s
query terms; and asking users for relevance feedback concerning the retrieved im-
ages. In this paper, rather than investigating these different strategies, we focus
on the role of term feedback in interactive image retrieval. Term feedback refers to
the feedback from a user on specific terms regarding their relevance to the target
information. Previous studies have shown that user term feedback has been effec-
tive in interactive text retrieval. In particular, the feedback acquired from users
can improve the system final retrieval performance [Koenemann and Belkin 1996].
Therefore our focus in this paper is on whether the use of term feedback can be
effective in interactive text-based image retrieval.

Our hypothesis is that users should be more responsive to the terms prompted by
the system. It would be easier for users to select terms from alternatives than to find
terms to describe their target images. Furthermore, the selected terms could bridge
the vocabulary discrepancy between image annotations and query terms. Thus the
selected terms could potentially improve the quality of query expansion, which
would ultimately improve the final retrieval results. Based on these hypotheses, we
conducted a series of user studies and simulation studies.

—We first conducted a user study (Section 3) to compare the effectiveness of two
user interfaces: one interface that requires a user to manually refine search queries
(e.g., manual refinement interface) and another interface that solicits feedback
from the user about the system generated query terms (e.g., term feedback in-
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terface). This study was conducted based on the guidelines provided by Image-
CLEF2004 Interactive Track 1. This study generated some surprising results that
are opposite from our original hypothesis.

—To further understand the role of term feedback, we conducted a series of sim-
ulation studies (Section 4). In particular, we focused on the important factors
that affect the utility of term feedback including term selection (Section 4.1) and
term generation (Section 4.2). These simulation studies allowed us to gain some
understanding of the potential of term feedback in interactive text-based image
retrieval.

In the rest of this paper, we will describe these studies, present our empirical
findings, analyze important factors that contribute to the utility of term feedback,
and discuss the potential of term feedback in interactive text-based image retrieval.

2. RELATED WORK

There are two general approaches for image retrieval: content-based approaches and
text-based approaches. Recently, there have been several studies that combine text-
based approaches and content-based approaches for more effective image retrieval
[Ogle and Stonebraker 1995; Wang et al. 2001].

In a content-based approach, to retrieve images, users provide the system with
image examples or sketches. The system then converts the queries into some internal
representation of feature vectors with low level image features. The similarities
between the feature vectors of the query and the candidate images are calculated
and the images with the largest similarities are retrieved. A review on technology
and issues related with content-based image retrieval can be found in [Rui et al.
1999; Smeulders et al. 2000]. Despite recent progress, content-based image retrieval
is still limited by the semantic gap between the low-level image features and high-
level semantic content of images. Furthermore, it tends to be more difficult for a
user to express their information needs (at the semantic level) through an example
image or sketch.

Text-based approaches require that images in the image collection have textual
descriptions or annotations. Given the textual information, image retrieval can then
become text retrieval, where traditional approaches for text retrieval can be applied
to match a user’s textual query with textual descriptions/annotations. To acquire
textual descriptions for images, two approaches can be applied. The first approach
acquires descriptions/annotations manually by human annotators. In other words,
descriptive keywords are provided manually by a human to describe the seman-
tic content of each image. There has been a significant amount of literature that
examines how searchers pose queries to image systems [Shatford Layne 1994] and
how subjects choose to describe categorized images [Jorgensen 1996]. For example,
Shatford Layne indicates that image indexing work should not only provide access
to images based on the attributes of each image, but also provide access to useful
grouping of images in the collection [Shatford Layne 1994]. Previous work also
suggests that perceptually stimulated attributes, such as literal objects, the human
form, color, and location, are most typically used to describe images [Jorgensen

1http://ir.shef.ac.uk/imageclef/
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1996]. In studying user queries to access Library of Congress American Memory
photo archive [Choi and Rasmussen 2003], it was found that most queries are de-
scribed in terms of kind of person, thing, event, or condition depending on location
or time. These findings suggest the principle categories of search terms for users in
American history, which can further imply the strategies for manual annotation and
indexing tools. To improve manual annotation, some research has been focusing on
developing more efficient user interfaces for manual annotation [Shneiderman and
Kang 2000].

The second approach to acquire text descriptions is through automated image
annotation. For example, [Shen et al. 2000] used the rich textual context in a web
page to annotate the images in the same web page. [Srihari et al. 2000] extracted
special name entities such as people, place, etc. from collated text to automatically
index images. Recently, we have seen automated image annotation using machine-
learning techniques that learn the correlation between image features and textual
words from the examples of annotated images [Blei and Jordan 2003; Jeon et al.
2003b; Lavrenko et al. 2003; Li and Wang 2003; Monay and Gatica-Perez 2003].

Both of these approaches have their advantages and disadvantages. The manual
annotation is more accurate, but more subjective and time consuming. The auto-
mated annotation is efficient, however, with less accuracy. The work reported in
this paper is based on the manual annotation. Because of its subjectivity, there
tends to be a gap between annotated terms and user queries. Such inconsistency
can hinder the success of the text-based retrieval. Therefore, instead of focusing
on indexing and retrieval techniques, the objective of this paper is to investigate
the role of term feedback for the remedy of inconsistency through an interactive
manner [Zhang et al. 2005].

Information retrieval is an interactive process where users play an important role
in finding relevant information [Henniger and Belkin 1996]. Previous studies on in-
teractive text retrieval range from query expansion mechanism [Anick and Tipirneni
1999; Harman 1988] to interface design issues [Belkin and Marchetti 1990; Hearst
1994]. For interactive content-based image retrieval, studies range from visual query
construction [McDonald and Tait 2003] to relevance feedback on retrieved images
[He et al. 2003; Hoi and Lyu 2004b; Rui et al. 1998; Vendrig et al. 2001]. Relevance
feedback is an important concept in interactive information retrieval. The idea is
that based on the feedback from a user during the retrieval process about the pre-
viously retrieved objects, the system can adjust the query to better represent the
user’s information needs.

Previous studies on relevance feedback during interactive text retrieval indicate
that users prefer to have explicit knowledge about which terms have been added to
the query, and also more strongly, users prefer to control which terms to add to the
query [Belkin et al. 1996]. In [Koenemann and Belkin 1996], a penetrable relevance
feedback is introduced. The penetrable relevance feedback provides the ability to
manipulate the output of the relevance feedback prior to query expansion. The
execution of the query was delayed and the user was first presented with the list
of terms suggested by the feedback. Users had the opportunity to add none, some,
or all of the suggested terms prior to the continuation of the query expansion.
For example, the user might select only terms that appear to be central to the
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. V, No. N, September 2006.
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search topic. The results in [Koenemann and Belkin 1996] indicate that users
who interacted with the penetrable version of relevance feedback did significantly
better than users of the baseline system without such feedback. Furthermore, it
has also shown that users like the feedback component since the task of generating
terms is replaced by the easier task of term selection [Koenemann and Belkin 1996].
Furthermore, the results have shown that users in the penetrable condition needed
fewer iterations to achieve results comparable to, or better than the other feedback
conditions. This penetrable relevance feedback has motivated our work in this
paper. Given its successful story in the interactive text retrieval, our goal here is to
investigate whether the similar penetrable relevance feedback will make text-based
image retrieval more effective.

3. EMPIRICAL STUDY OF TERM FEEDBACK

We conducted a series of studies to investigate the role of term feedback in interac-
tive image retrieval. The task used in these studies is similar to the task proposed
by the CLEF interactive retrieval track [Clough et al. 2003]: finding a target image
in mind through interactive search. In this task, a set of images are put aside as
target images. Users are asked to interact with the system to find each of these
target images one at a time. This task is somewhat different from the traditional
image retrieval tasks. The traditional tasks require users to specify general infor-
mation needs. In this task, a user already has a target image in mind. Searching
for this specific target image usually requires more effort from the user to describe
the content of the target image. Therefore, this task is particularly suitable for
studying term feedback.

3.1 Retrieval Model

The backend retrieval system applies a statistical language model for text-based
retrieval [Lafferty and Zhai 2001; Lavrenko and Croft 2001; Ponte 1998]. This
approach assumes that each description of an image is generated from a random
source and its relevance to a given textual query is computed as the likelihood for
the underlying random source to generate the query.

The key for a statistical language modeling approach is how to reliably estimate
the most likely statistical source for a textual document. A variety of approaches
have been applied, including a multinomial distribution for statistical language
models [Ponte 1998], a machine translation model for information retrieval [Berger
and Lafferty 1999], a relevance-based language model [Lavrenko and Croft 2001], a
hidden Markov model for information retrieval [Miller et al. 1999], and a risk mini-
mization framework [Lafferty and Zhai 2001]. In our system, we adopt the multino-
mial distribution for statistical language models, which is calculated through the
maximum likelihood estimation. Furthermore, a Jelinek-Mercer smoothing scheme
is used to alleviate the sparse data problem in the estimation of language models
[Lavrenko and Croft 2001].

The final similarity of a textual document d to a query q is estimated by the
following expression:

p(q|d) =
∏

w∈q

(λp(w|c) + (1 − λ)p(w|d)) (1)
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where p(w|c) and p(w|d) stand for the likelihood of observing word w in collection
c and a textual description d, respectively. λ is a smoothing parameter and is
chosen empirically. We followed the suggestion in [Zhai and Lafferty 2002] by
setting λ close to 1. The setting of this parameter is further verified based on the
monolingual information retrieval task using the data provided by ImageCLEF.
The retrieval accuracy of the language model with λ = 0.9 is around 50%, which is
close to the best performance of monolingual text retrieval reported by participants
of ImageCLEF.

Since each textual document d in our data consists of multiple fields, such as
title and description, the word probability for each document p(w|d) can be further
expanded as the summation of contributions from different fields, i.e.,

p(w|d) =
∑

i freq(w, fi(d))∑
i |fi(d)| (2)

where notation fi(d) stands for the i-th field for document d and freq(w, fi(d))
represents the frequency of the word w in the i-th field of document d. |fi(d)| is
the length of the i-th field for document d.

Both probability p(w|d) and p(w|c) can be estimated empirically, namely first
counting the occurrence of word w in field fi(d) and collection c, and dividing it by
the length of fi(d) and c.

Furthermore, to account for the negative feedback from the user, we also con-
structed a negative language model. In particular, for a given negative word w
in the feedback query, the probability of not observing word w in a document d,
denoted by p(w̄|d), is computed as follows:

p(w̄|d) = λ′p(w̄|c) +
1 − λ′

(|d| + 1)|V | (3)

where |V | is the vocabulary size. In the above, the probability mass 1/(|d| + 1) is
assigned to account for the unseen words. In practice, we set λ′ = λ = 0.9.

3.2 Dataset

The dataset used in our studies is Eurovision St Andrew collection (provided by
the St Andrews University Library 2) through CLEF (Cross Language Evaluation
Forum)3 [Clough et al. 2005]. This is a collection of around 30,000 photographs with
significant historic value. Each image has a semi-structured caption that consists
of information such as the title, the textual description of the image content, the
date when the photograph was taken, and the location of the photograph, etc.

The following is an excerpt from [Clough et al. 2004] about the statistics of this
dataset:

The dataset used consisted 28,133 historic photographs from the library
at St Andrews University [Reid 1999]. All images are accompanied by
a caption consisting of 8 distinct fields which can be used individually
or collectively to facilitate image retrieval. The 28,133 captions consist

2http://www-library.st-andrews.ac.uk/
3http://ir.shef.ac.uk/imageclef2004/interactive.html
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of 44,085 terms and 1,348,474 word occurrences; the maximum caption
length is 316 words, but on average 48 words in length. All captions
are written in British English and contain colloquial expressions and
historical terms. Approximately 81% of captions contain text in all
fields, the rest generally without the description field. In most cases the
image description is a grammatical sentence of around 15 words. The
majority of images (82%) are black and white, although colour images
are also present.

In our experiment, we only used the description field for the retrieval purposes.

3.3 User Interface

We implemented two interfaces as shown in Figure 1. Figure 1(a) is a manual
refinement interface. Through this interface, users can freely refine their queries
(i.e., adding or removing query terms) at each iteration based on the retrieved
results. Figure 1(b) is the term feedback interface. In this interface, two lists of
terms are shown to the user. The first list of terms captures all the query terms
that have been used so far. The users can de-select any terms from this list after
seeing the retrieved results. The second list of terms is automatically generated
by the system at each iteration based on the user’s prior queries and the retrieved
results 4.

Users can choose terms from this list to further refine their queries. Having both
de-selecting list and selecting list, the term feedback interface is comparable to the
manual refinement interface where users can freely add or remove their query terms
at each iteration. For both the manual refinement interface and the term feedback
interface, a user is required to provide an initial query to start the search. At each
iteration, both interfaces show the twenty top retrieved images. The only difference
between two interfaces is query refinement as described above.

Figure 2 shows an example of using the two interfaces to find a target image.
For both of these interfaces, the same retrieval model described in Section 3.1
is used to retrieve images based on the query terms. The search stops after five
minutes (i.e., the stopping criteria for the interaction). Figure 2(a) shows the target
image and its description. Figure 2(b) shows an interaction session for the manual
refinement interface. The target image is found within seven iterations in this
example. Figure 2(c) shows an interaction session for the term feedback interface.
In this example, we can see cases where a relevant term is not selected by the user,
for example, hills in iteration 1 and harbour in iteration 2. We can also see cases

4Suppose our system retrieves 100 images based on a query. The top 20 images which are shown
to the user belong to a Top Set and the remaining 80 images belong to a Bottom Set. The system
currently generates terms based on the entropy of a term in the image descriptions in the Bottom
Set. The ten terms with highest entropy are put in the list.This strategy focuses on the ability
of a term to separate the set of images that are not yet shown to the user, but could be related
to the search topic. The stronger the ability is, the more efficiently this term helps the system
to narrow down the search space. We chose this strategy since it performed better than other
strategies we experimented with. However, since the quality in term generation will affect the
overall effectiveness of the term feedback interface, instead of further identifying better strategies
for term generation, we did a series of simulation studies on the role of term generation rate in
the utility of the term feedback interface (see Section 4.2).

ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. V, No. N, September 2006.
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(a) Manual refinement interface

(b) Term feedback interface

Fig. 1. Two interfaces used in the study

ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. V, No. N, September 2006.
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Description: Children paddling on the sea
edge; boats in harbour, church, houses and
shops round bay; hill with trees behind.

(a) The target figure and its description

Query 1: beach children mountain
Result 1: (system showing 20 images)
Query 2: beach children mountain
Result 2: (system showing 20 images)
Query 3: beach children mountain boats
Result 3: (system showing 20 images)
Query 4: beach children mountain water
Result 4: (system showing 20 images)
Query 5: beach children mountain barefoot
Result 5: (system showing 20 images)
Query 6: beach children mountain twins
Result 6: (system showing 20 images)
Query 7: beach children mountain port
Result 7: (system showing 20 images)
Target Found!

(b) Manual refinement interface

Query 1: beach children mountain
Result 1: (system showing 20 images and
prompting term list: holidaymakers, town,
hills, huts, rowing, oval, bathing, road,
distance, benches)
User selects nothing
Query 2: children beach
Result 2: (system showing 20 images and
prompting term list: shore, woods, steep,
backed, harbour, chairs, woman, esplanade,
gardens, deck)
User selects: shore
Query 3: children beach shore
Result 3: (system showing 20 images and
prompting term list: loch, village, track, wa-
terfront, foreground, whitewashed, cottages,
pier, breaking, machines)
User selects: waterfront
Query 4: children beach shore waterfront
Result 4: (system showing 20 images and
prompting term list: foreshore, changing,
street, end, lines, open, pool, shoreline, car,
rough)
User selects: open
User deselectes: waterfront, shore
Query 5: children beach open
Result 5: (system showing 20 images and
prompting term list: man, train, swimmers,
spectators, lawn, girls, seaside, formal,
taking, crane)
Target not found! Task failed!

(c) Term feedback interface

Fig. 2. An example of an interaction session for each interface

that the user selects a term that is not in the description of the target image, such
as shore in iteration 2 and waterfront in interaction 3. In this example, the retrieval
task fails after five iterations because 5 miniutes have elapsed.

3.4 Study Methodology

Eight subjects participated in the study. Each of them was asked to search for
16 images (see Appendix) provided by the interactive track at ImageCLEF. The
subjects were first asked to complete a screening questionnaire to elicit demographic
data and data concerning their search experience. Then, the subject was asked to
use one interface to search eight images (one at a time). After using each interface,
the subject was given a questionnaire to indicate how easy he/she felt about the
search process, and how satisfied he/she was with a particular system. The sequence
of which image and which interface to use was predefined based on the Latin Square
design in order to guarantee balance between system order and image order. During
each search, the system also automatically logged information such as the initial
query from a user, the system retrieved results, terms prompted by the system,

ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. V, No. N, September 2006.
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Manual refinement Term feedback

Success Rate Overall 0.48 0.27

Average Time per Target Image 1:41 2:41

Average No. of Iterations per Target Image 4.3 4.1

Table I. Overall performance comparison of two interfaces

and the time spent on searching, etc. When an image was found or when the five
minute time limit ran out, the search stopped. After searching all images using two
different interfaces, each subject was asked to give an overall ranking of the two
interfaces in terms of their overall satisfaction and both systems’ effectiveness of
locating the target images.

3.5 Experimental Results

Before conducting the user study, our expectation was that the term feedback
interface should work better than the manual refinement interface. This expectation
was partly based on our hypotheses and partly based on results from previous
studies on term feedback in text retrieval.

However, our experimental results indicate otherwise. Table I shows the com-
parative results for the two interfaces. Since two out of the sixteen images do not
have textual descriptions (which are the only information used to generate terms),
the results reported here are based on the fourteen images. We consider a retrieval
task successful if the target image is shown in the top 20 retrieved images. The suc-
cessful retrieval rate is calculated by dividing the number of successful retrievals by
the total number of retrieval attempts for that interface. As shown in Table I, the
success rate for the term feedback interface is significantly lower than the success
rate for the manual refinement interface (T-test, p < 0.05). Among the successful
retrievals, the average time spent on retrieving a target image in the term feedback
interface is significantly higher than the time spent on the term manual refinement
interface. This time difference is potentially due to two factors. The first factor
relates to the system computation time required to generate terms in the term
feedback interface. The second factor relates to the time taken by a user to provide
feedback (i.e., either to manually refine terms or to select terms prompted by the
system). In our current investigation, we have not made distinctions between those
two contributing factors. Furthermore, as shown in Table I, among the successful
retrievals, the average number of iterations taken to retrieve the target images by
the term feedback interface is comparable to that taken by the manual refinement
interface.

To further understand these results, we made an effect comparison between the
two interfaces concerning the desired or undesired terms given by a user. Relevant
terms are the query terms specified by the user that appear in the description of
target images. Irrelevant terms are the query terms specified by the user that do
not appear in the target descriptions 5. Table II shows the average number and
average percentage of relevant or irrelevant query terms (with respect to the total

5Note the definitions of relevant/irrelevant terms here are different from the conventional use.
Here they indicate whether a term appears in the textual description of a target image.
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Manual refinement Term feedback

Avg. percentage of relevant terms 4.2% 6.2%

Avg. number of relevant terms 0.53 0.79

Avg. percentage of irrelevant terms 16.1% 18.3%

Avg. number of irrelevant terms 1.44 2.18

Table II. Comparison of relevant terms between the manual refinement interface and the term
feedback interface

number of terms in the description of the target image) that are specified among
all iterations through each interface.

The results indicate that the average percentages of relevant terms are quite
small for both interfaces. This reflects the difficulties involved for users to specify
those relevant terms. As expected, the percentage of relevant terms is higher in the
term feedback interface compared to the manual refinement interface. However, the
percentage of irrelevant terms is also higher in the term feedback interface compared
to the manual refinement interface. These observations imply that in terms of the
ability to help users specify relevant terms, the term feedback interface works better
than the manual refinement interface. However, when terms are provided by the
system, there is also a tendency for users to select terms that are irrelevant to
the target images. Furthermore, the percentage of irrelevant terms is higher than
the percentage of relevant terms on average. The irrelevant terms seem to have
a stronger impact on the final retrieval performance than the relevant terms. In
other words, the negative effect appears to bypass the positive effect for the term
feedback interface compared to the manual refinement interface. Therefore, we have
not seen the advantage of term-feedback interface.

3.6 Performance Analysis

To better understand the positive and negative effects, we analyzed factors that
contribute to these effects. We use two variables PE (i.e., the positive effect) and
NE (i.e., the negative effect) to measure the utility of term feedback.

More specifically, for each target image t, a given initial query q, at each iteration
i, there will be a PE number and a NE number. The PE indicates the number
of terms selected by the user that actually appear in the description of the target
image (i.e., the relevant terms). The PE can be further decomposed as the following
three components:

PEt,q,i = Nlist × GenRateRt,q,i × SelRateRt,q,i (4)

Here Nlist is the number of candidate terms shown in the term list. GenRateR
is the generation rate for relevant terms, which indicates the percentage of terms in
the term list that actually appear in the description of the target image. SelRateR
is the relevant term selection rate, which measures the percentage of the relevant
terms that are selected by a user.

Similarly, we can measure the negative effect (NE) as follows:

NEt,q,i = Nlist × GenRateIRRt,q,i × SelRateIRRt,q,i (5)

The NE indicates the number of terms that are selected by the user but are not
in the description of the target image (i.e., irrelevant terms). Here Nlist is the same

ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. V, No. N, September 2006.
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Average GenRateR 0.06

Average GenRateIRR 0.94

Average SelRateR 0.26

Average SelRateIRR 0.08

Table III. Term generation rate and term selection rate for the term feedback interface

constant as described above. GenRateIRR is the irrelevant term generation rate,
which measures the percentage of terms in the term list that do not appear in the
description of the target image. SelRateIRR is the irrelevant term selection rate,
which measures the percentage of irrelevant terms that are selected by the user.

It is worth mentioning that the term selection rate in one iteration can affect the
term generation rate in the next iteration. To simplify the analysis, we did not take
such in-between-iteration effects into consideration. Rather, we incorporated such
effects in an average rate across all iterations. Table III shows the empirical results
of these measurements from our user study. As indicated in Table III, although
the percentage of selecting irrelevant term is relatively lower, because of the large
number of irrelevant terms are generated, the overall selection of irrelevant terms is
still much higher than the selection of relevant terms. More specifically, the product
of the average GenRateR and the average SelRateR amounts to 0.016; while the
product of the GenRateIRR and the average SelRateIRR amounts to 0.075. This
indicates that the negative effect NE is bigger than the positive effect PE, which
is consistent with our experimental results shown in Table II.

Given ineffective term feedback in our system, the next question is whether this
result is largely due to our current design of the system. In other words, is it
because of the limitations of our system (e.g., algorithms to generate the list of
terms), the effect of term feedback cannot be clearly demonstrated? If we made
certain components better in our system, will the term feedback become more
effective? With these questions in mind, we conducted further investigation on the
potential of term feedback.

4. POTENTIAL OF TERM FEEDBACK

To go beyond our current system and understand the potential of term feedback for
text-based image retrieval, we further investigated the three factors that contribute
to the utility of term feedback interfaces: the term selection rate (i.e., SelRateR
and SelRateIRR), the term generation rate (i.e., GenRateR and GenRateIRR),
and the number of terms shown to the user (Nlist). In this section, we give a
detailed account of the roles of these factors in term feedback interfaces.

4.1 Term Selection

One way to improve the utility of term feedback is by improving the term selection
rate, namely, by increasing the chances of selecting the relevant terms from the term
list (i.e., SelRateR) and decreasing the chances of selecting the irrelevant terms (i.e.,
SelRateIRR). Since term selection relates to user responses to prompted terms,
one question is whether users respond to different terms differently. Some terms
may have higher visual functions than others and thus are easier to be recognized
by a user. For example, the term house could be easier to recognize than the term
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. V, No. N, September 2006.
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background. It seems relatively easier to tell whether there is a house in a target
image than to tell what background is. Can we classify a set of terms that are more
informative than the others in terms of the ease of recognition from a user’s point of
view with respect to an image? If we can identify the behavior of those informative
terms, then we can design some mechanisms to give those terms higher priority to
be included in the term list. Because supposedly users are more responsive to the
informative terms, our hypothesis is that such classification can potentially increase
SelRateR and decrease SelRateIRR.

To validate our hypothesis, we conducted a second user study to examine the
potential classification of terms for the term selection purpose. 130 users partic-
ipated in this study, which was conducted on the web. These users were mainly
undergraduate students in the CSE department. There were 180 images used in
the study. On average, each user searched for about 9 images. Each image was
searched by six to seven different users.

In this study, each user interacted with the term feedback interface to find target
images through the web. To search for one target image, a user had to first provide
an initial text query in his/her own terms. The system would then retrieve the top
20 images and show them to the user. Along with the retrieved images, the system
also prompted 10 terms for the user to choose from. The user would be able to refine
his or her query by selecting any terms from this list. This process was repeated
until the user found a target or gave up the search. During the search, the system
kept a log of the entire interaction. Based on the logged data, we collected 2483
unique terms (which appeared in the term list) with a total of 38655 occurrences.
Each occurrence of these terms was assigned to the following four groups:

Group A. The terms that are in the description of the target image and are also
selected by the user. This group of terms is considered informative in the sense
that if they occur in the description of the target image (i.e., if they are relevant
to user’s information needs), users can easily recognize these terms.

Group B. The terms that are in the description of the target image but are not
selected by the user. This group of terms is considered uninformative in the sense
that even those terms appear in the target description (i.e., relevant), users have a
hard time recognizing them.

Group C. The terms that are not in the description of the target image but are
selected by the user. This group of terms is considered overly-expressive in the sense
that even these terms are not relevant (i.e., do not occur in the target description),
they tend to be mistakenly selected by a user.

Group D. The terms that are not in the description of the target image and are
not selected by the user. This group of terms is not particularly interesting for our
purpose.

Given each instance of a term in the term list, based on the feedback from the
user, the system knows exactly which group this term instance belongs to.

A summary of these categories is shown in Table IV. By separating terms into
four groups, we were hoping to build a learning model to classify a term into three
categories: informative, uninformative, and overly-expressive. Then, based on such
classification, each term could be given a weight indicating the priority of being
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Selected Not selected

In the description Group A: informative Group B: uninformative

Not in the description Group C: overly-expressive Group D: Other

Table IV. Four categories of term selection behavior

included in the term list for users to choose. Ideally, informative terms should be
given higher weights and uninformative and overly-expressive terms should be given
lower weights.

Figure 3 shows the results from the 200 most frequently occurring terms. Fig-
ure 3(a) shows the behavior of terms in Group A and Group B. We can see that
almost every term appears more frequently in Group B than in Group A. In other
words, almost every word appears more often as an uninformative term than as
an informative one. This finding suggests that almost none of the terms can be
categorized as easily recognizable. Furthermore, the frequency ratio between unin-
formative and informative is steady across all terms. This indicates that no term
seems to be significantly more informative than the other. Figure 3(b) shows the
similar behavior between terms in Group A and terms in Group C. It indicates that
almost every term is equally confusing. For each term, on the one hand, when it
occurs in the target description (i.e., relevant), it can be recognized. On the other
hand, when it does not occur in the target description, it can also be mistakenly
chosen. Two curves in Figure 3(b) also indicate that no term seems to be more
overly expressive than the other.

As a conclusion, the empirical results from the second user study indicate that
term classification based on single terms themselves will not be successful. For
most terms that are relevant from a user’s point of view, their chances of being
used as descriptive words for target images is far less than 50%. In Figure 4, we
plot the probability for the 200 most frequent user selected terms to be used in the
description of any target images. Only 17.1 out of 200 words actually have a 50%
chance of occurring in the target descriptions. Therefore, including a selected term
to expand the original textual query that is considered relevant by the user may
not necessarily improve the accuracy of retrieved results.

In fact, terms by themselves do not show any strong indication as to how they
will be perceived or recognized by a user. In the task of finding a target image, the
content of the image and the image features play an important role on how a term
is perceived. For example, the term tree is intuitively an informative term. But
if the tree objects are not in the prominent position in the target image, a strong
response to the term tree will not be expected. Furthermore, different users may
have different responses to a set of terms. A term may be informative to one user
but not to the other. For example, the term loch may not mean anything to a user
who is not familiar with this term.

We also found that applying NLP techniques to purely recognize named entities
may not lead to any improvement in term selection. Among all 14 images used in our
first user study (Section 3), we found two images that have descriptions containing
named entities. One named phrase is Celtic style and the other is related to Robert
Burns. Our feeling is that the proper names may mean a lot to users who have
some knowledge about the background of the images, e.g., the special architecture
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. V, No. N, September 2006.
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Fig. 3. Term selection comparison
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style or the name of the person in the image. For people who do not have this
type of background knowledge, providing proper names to the user may not make
much difference. However, we believe that the proper names can be very helpful
when the retrieved images and corresponding descriptions are shown to the user.
In this case, the user can recognize the connections between those named entities
with some image features and then use the same named entities to describe the
similar image features in the target image.

Overall, our study indicates that term selection will not be improved only based
on terms themselves. It requires more comprehensive study that takes into consid-
eration terms, visual features of images, and user cognitive models of perception.

4.2 Term Generation

The second method focuses on improving the term generation rate, namely, in-
creasing the relevant terms (i.e., GenRateR) and decreasing irrelevant terms in the
term list (i.e., GenRateIRR). We have experimented with different term genera-
tion strategies [Zhang et al. 2005]. However, these different strategies (including
the one described in Section 3) all resulted in roughly similar term generation rates
(with about 0.06 as in Table III). The question now becomes whether it is this low
relevant term generation rate that caused the unexpected low performance of term
feedback as described in Section 3. In other words, if the relevant term generation
rate is increased, will the utility of term feedback interfaces increase? What is
the requirement on term generation in order for term feedback to reach reasonable
performance?

To answer these questions, we examined the implications of different term genera-
tion rates on the overall retrieval performance based on the term feedback interface.
In particular, we conducted a simulation study using the fourteen images in our
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. V, No. N, September 2006.
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Fig. 5. Projected term feedback performance with respect to different relevant term generation
rates

first user study (Section 3). For each image, we had 8 initial queries collected from
the first user study. Therefore, the simulation was repeated 8 times, each time with
a different initial query. These formed a total of 112 (14*8) trials of image retrieval
sessions.

For each trial, we simulated different term generation rates (i.e., GenRateR)
without actually applying any term generation algorithm. At each iteration after
the initial query, a list of 10 terms was generated. In that list, (10×GenRateR) rel-
evant terms were randomly picked from the description of the target image, and the
rest of the irrelevant terms were generated according to their term frequencies in the
top retrieved image descriptions. The system also simulated the user term selection
rate. Our study on term selection (Section 4.1) indicates that the term selection
rate will not be easily improved without more sophisticated studies. Therefore, our
system only applied the empirical rate of SelRateR and SelRateIRR (which are
0.26 and 0.08, respectively, from Table III) to select the relevant/irrelevant terms
from the term list to add to the query. The system then retrieved images based on
the simulated queries. This retrieval process was repeated until a target image was
retrieved or five iterations were reached.

Figure 5 shows the simulation results. Here, the X-axis represents different levels
of the term generation rate (GenRateR). The Y-axis represents the average per-
centage of target images that were successfully retrieved in five iterations among
112 trials. The curve in Figure 5 indicates that the final retrieval performance in-
creases as the desired term generation rate increases. The two lines represent the
performance of the term feedback interface and the manual refinement interfaces
from the first user study (Table I). As we can see, the term feedback interface used
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in the first user study performs roughly at the same level as the generation rate 0.05
in the simulation. This is consistent with our previous results since the desired term
generation rate for the term feedback interface used was 0.06 (see Table III). The
manual refinement interface performs roughly at the same level as the generation
rate of 0.15. These results indicate that a considerable effort has to be made to
improve the desired generation rate in order to make term feedback comparable to
manual refinement.

4.3 Number of Terms in the List

The third method to improve the term feedback performance is to improve the
number of terms in the prompted term list. The idea is that when the number
of terms prompted to the user increases, users would have more opportunities to
identify relevant terms.

To further investigate the role of the number of terms (i.e., Nlist) prompted to
the user at each iteration on term feedback performance, we conducted a further
simulation study. In this study, we varied the number of terms that are prompted
to the user from 5 to 20. We did not go above 20 because a long list of terms will
inevitably cause a huge cognitive burden on the user, which may not be practical.
Results are shown in Figure 6. From this figure, before the relevant term generation
rate reaches 0.2, the performance increases as the number of terms prompted to
the user increases. However, as the generation rate increases, the impact of Nlist

diminishes. Once the relevant term generation rate reaches 0.2, 10, 15, or 20 terms
in the term list will not make a significant difference.

The results indicate that while effort has been put towards improving relevant
term generation, increasing the number of terms in the prompted term list can
have some advantages. Once the technologies for term generation are significantly
advanced, the number of terms prompted to the user makes less effect. In practice,
using only 5 terms in the list seems to be rather limited and should be avoided.

4.4 Display Size

The previous sections are concerned with the three different factors associated with
the utility of term feedback. There are potentially other factors that can affect term
feedback performance, but they have not been modeled in the utility measurement.
One example is the display size of the retrieved results. Earlier studies have shown
that people are able to scan a large number of images (thumbnails) and therefore
methods of presenting images are important. To further investigate the role of
display size in our particular searching task, we conducted another simulation study.
In this simulation, the selection rate was set to 0.26 based on the first user study
and Nlist was set to 10. Figure 7 shows the results. Here, the X-axis represents
different term generation rates. Each curve corresponds to a display size ranging
from 20 to 100. The simulation results have shown that, assuming that the user can
easily glance through thumbnails to identify relevant images, the larger the display
size, the more effective is the term feedback interface. Furthermore, the impact of
the display size on the effectiveness of the interface diminishes as the display size
increases incrementally. Because of this observation, it may not be necessary to
present users with more than 100 thumbnails. Nevertheless, these results indicate
that the display size is an important factor for interactive image search.
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. V, No. N, September 2006.
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5. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

This paper presents our findings on the role of term feedback in interactive text-
based image retrieval. In particular, we followed the ImageCLEF interactive track
and focused on a special image searching scenario where users have a target in mind
and try to find this target image from a collection of images. This scenario, in our
view, is more challenging than the other general information seeking tasks since the
search is only considered successful when the exact image is found. Anything that
is similar to the exact image will not be counted as a successful retrieval.

In this unique setting, the results from our studies indicated that term feedback
has not been as effective as we originally hypothesized. Although it has a positive
effect by allowing users to identify more relevant terms, it also has a strong negative
effect by providing more opportunities for users to select irrelevant terms. The
negative affect appears stronger than the positive effect so that the overall benefit
of term feedback in our text-based retrieval task is not significant.

To understand factors that contribute to these effects and their implications on
the potential of term feedback, we conducted further investigation. Our studies
indicate that the targeted search performance using term feedback is dependent
on two main factors. (1) The term generation rate that applies to the underlying
mechanism in generating relevant terms as candidate terms in the list. A con-
siderable improvement in term generation has to be made in order to make the
term feedback interface comparable to the current manual refinement interface. (2)
The term selection rate that measures user responses to the prompted term list.
It is shown that the term selection rate will be difficult to improve without more
sophisticated studies that consider textual terms, image visual features, and user
cognitive models of perceptions. In addition to these two main factors, our studies
have shown that other issues such as the number of terms prompted by the system
and the number of intermediate retrieved results presented to the user also play an
important role in the effectiveness of interactive image search.

Note that the findings (e.g., Section 3) from our work are specific to our unique
task, the backend data collection, and the implementation of our current system.
As mentioned earlier, the task under investigation here is different from the gen-
eral information seeking tasks. The St. Andrew collection is a difficult collection
to search partly because of the use of colloquial language. Many terms in the
descriptions may not be familiar to a user. Moreover, we currently only used de-
scriptions for indexing. Past research on the St Andrews collection on interactive
interfaces has shown that all caption text should be used for retrieval [Petrelli and
Clough 2005]. Furthermore, in our current implementation, we did not show the
descriptions along with each retrieved result. If we had descriptions provided for
each image, we would expect even better performance for the manual refinement
interface. The reason is that users can simply use the descriptions for the similar
images as the textual query, which will usually result in higher performance. We
have observed this behavior in a pilot study. Because of these various issues, it is
not clear whether the findings obtained from our current investigation can be gen-
eralized to other information seeking tasks, data sets, or different implementations
of the systems. Nevertheless, we believe that the methodologies developed in our
current work can be applied to general investigations on interactive information
ACM Transactions on Information Systems, Vol. V, No. N, September 2006.
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seeking. We have learned that, in studying interactive technologies for information
retrieval, it is desirable to apply both empirical user studies and simulation studies.
While user studies can reveal user reactions and evaluate interactive systems, the
simulation studies can provide a quick assessment on the potential utility before
expensive implementation and user studies are taken place.

During interactive information search, different types of feedback can be solicited
from a user. For example, previous work using relevance feedback has shown that
allowing users to select one or more relevant images in the top n retrieved results
can improve cross-language image retrieval [Clough and Sanderson 2004]. Since
the focus of our work is not on query expansion in general, but rather on a specific
aspect that centers around how users are involved in refining queries, we have
not yet experimented with any techniques related to relevance feedback. However,
incorporating relevance feedback will certainly be an interesting aspect of our future
work.

In addition, in our future work, we will investigate new approaches for interactive
image retrieval that combines the strength of keyword-based approaches, content-
based image retrieval, and recent development in collaborative filtering [Jin et al.
2004]. Specifically, collaborative relevance judgments of images from all users, which
were logged by CBIR systems, will be used as an auxiliary representation of images
to address the semantic gap in the content-based approaches; multimodal user
feedback, which allows users to provide not only relevance judgments but also
preference feedback in both images and descriptive words, will be used to target
the limitation of forming effective queries and query refinement.
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7. APPENDIX

The fourteen images that were used in Section 3 and Section 4.2 and Section 4.3
are shown in Figure 8, except 8(b) and 8(d), which have no descriptions.
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